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This guy is actually so hot that he could be compared to Michael!

Also, he looked way better in real life! His voice is nice as well!

Sophia couldn’t help but go through the pictures one by one with that man as she
still had some that she didn’t post in her photo gallery.

What a handsome man! Oh my God! His eyes, his eyelashes, his skin, his gaze!

He looks so bright! I really feel like kissing him!

On the other hand, Maria had already explained what happened during the
picture-taking session between Sophia and Linus to Michael.

Sophia was eating and walking around while taking pictures with good-looking
walk-on actors. Running into Linus was completely accidental as they didn’t know
he was Linus from the Michel Family and thought that he was just a handsome
actor.

Michael got his men to search around the hotels and the summer resorts after
listening to Maria and Hale’s report, but none of them found Linus and his men.

According to the information that they had gathered, it was unlikely for Linus to
show up here, but he did.



Without alerting Sophia, who was still eating, Michael suddenly recalled the
picture of Cooper and Annabel on the masonry bridge. “Hale, have you found
any surveillance near the masonry bridge?”

Faced with the question, Hale looked regretful. “I went there yesterday night, but
the surveillance from nine to midnight was completely gone along with its copy.”

They are gone?

This is too much of a coincidence!

Linus, who was photographed by Sophia, the picture, as well as the sabotaged
surveillance…

Michael was certain that Cooper was here!

However, these were only predictions, for Michael must find stronger evidence to
be able to get in contact with Fass Michel!

That day wouldn’t be far away.

Beating a person up was really an energy exhausting physical chore, as Sophia
got really hungry from just beating James up for a while. After having dinner, she
brushed her teeth and went back to their bedroom while Michael sat on the love
swing and read his script.

In the bedroom, the mood was already turned on as leather whips and candles
were placed at the side.

Seeing these objects, Sophia shivered slightly.

This situation right now…



Michael placed his script down when he noticed that Sophia came back. Then,
he walked over and grinned lightly, showing his pearly whites. “Are you ready?”

Hearing her man’s question, Sophia nodded. “I’m ready.”

However, she took a step backward whenever Michael took two steps forward.

Sophia was afraid.

A man in his thirties was like a wolf, while a man in his forties was like a tiger.
Michael was right in the middle of it, so he was like a wolf just as he was like a
tiger.

Michael forced Sophia to the wall corner while he placed his strong arms against
the wall and looked at her before himself. “So, what have you prepared for
James’ cousin?”

The filming crew started their work on time just like previously the next day.

Richard was looking forward to seeing the video of Sophia getting violated
uploaded on the Internet.

He knew that James was a daring playboy that had once caused the death of a
model. The Murray Family was slightly powerful now as they were eating at
Elizabeth’s capital these recent years, so the issue didn’t go out of hand as the
media had to respect the Murray Family. However, James became even more
savage when he found out that Taylor was Elizabeth’s son.

The last time Richard tried to make a move, he got caught by Sophia and ended
up losing his money as well as himself.

This time, he learned to sit back and take advantage of others. If James was the
one making a move, it wouldn’t be related to him at all.。



Richard had been visiting the filming crew for a few days now. When he saw that
Sophia didn’t come in today, he was sure that she had already fallen into James’
trap.

In less than a day, the footage of Sophia getting trampled over would go viral on
the Internet, and she would be discarded by Taylor like an unwanted dog.

By that time, Richard would swoop in to take her away and torture her!

However, he didn’t see any videos of Sophia being uploaded after waiting for
almost half a day. Even James himself didn’t come today. When the assistant
director tried contacting him, his calls went unanswered.

The director’s face darkened.

He gave the siblings roles in the movie because of Elizabeth, but he didn’t expect
them to be so disappointing. Their acting skills weren’t even that good in the first
place, not to mention that they kept causing trouble on set.

Moreover, James would always go missing in action.

This time, the director had finally run out of patience.

He stopped trying to contact James since the call wouldn’t even go through. He
deleted his part in the scene since he could always get someone else to replace
him anyway.

Right then, James had just woken up on the median strip of one of the streets at
the film studio. He was tied up on a palm tree used for landscape, and the lower
part of his body was aching really badly.

When James opened his eyes, he realized that there was a crowd staring at his
naked body.



The crowd initially thought that this was a filming scene, so none of them dared
to go closer and were searching for the video camera from afar.

James was tied up for about half a day before he finally cried out for help. By
then, the crowd finally realized that it wasn’t a shooting scene and immediately
untied him.

Olivia, who was on set, only found out that something happened to James during
the afternoon. No one was alerted that he went missing for the entire morning
since he’d usually wake up at some random bed of some venue during the
afternoon, and no one would discuss that publicly.

However, none of them had expected James to be stripped and tied up on the
streets to attract onlookers!

When Olivia was informed about what happened, she immediately rushed to the
hospital and almost fainted when the doctor told her that James was castrated.

He had lost his ability to reproduce!

James was the only son of the Murray Family!

The Murray Family only had one son for each generation, which had been
ongoing for eight generations now. How could James be castrated just like that?!

Through the glass window, Olivia could see that James was completely
bandaged and had an oxygen tube inserted in him. He suffered many bone
fractures, serious external injuries as well as minor internal bleeding while his
manhood was crushed by force. James hadn’t regained his consciousness until
now.

Olivia was dumbfounded, for she didn’t know what to do, so she immediately
tried to contact her family. However, she suddenly changed her mind and decided
to contact Michael.



Since Taylor was part of the Murray Family, the family’s well-being mattered to
him.

Unfortunately, it was Hale who accepted the call.

“Miss Olivia, Taylor is still in a shoot, so I’ll get back to you later.”

Then, he hung up.

Olivia had no choice but to contact Xyla, who was in the same filming crew, and
get her to tell Taylor to come over.

“James was castrated?”

Xyla was shunned when she heard the news; even Richard was shocked.

After waiting for almost half a day, instead of receiving the footage of Sophia
getting violated, they received the news that James got castrated?

This was just…

As James’ condition wasn’t good, Olivia immediately lodged a police report, and
the police came to the hospital right after to take depositions from James, while
Richard and Xyla rushed to the hospital as well.

James only managed to regain his consciousness during the afternoon…

Simultaneously, Sophia was rubbing her eyes as she got out of Michael’s SUV
during the afternoon.

Her backside hurt so much it affected how she walked.

Sophia had made some exaggerated claims of wanting to teach James’ cousin a
lesson, but it backfired on her as Michael taught her a harsh lesson. She was



carried by Michael into his SUV earlier in the morning and had slept in the SUV
for an entire morning. Sophia only managed to show up on set during the
afternoon.

Having a scene to film at night, Michael was going to eat his dinner on set. As the
chef was serving his dishes, a group of police, as well as Olivia, suddenly came.

“That’s her! She’s the one who hurt my brother!”


